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NFL DRAFT 2017 SCOUTING REPORT: OG DION 

DAWKINS, TEMPLE 

*OG grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day or 
private workouts, Wonderlic test results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new 
info becomes available. 

  

I had not made any special plans to do a Dion Dawkins full scouting report, but 
then we ran our computer scouting model grades and Dawkins was way out in front 
of all the guard prospects…and plans needed to change. 

One of the items driving the bus here – Dion Dawkins posting an NFL 
Combine/2017 OL Draft prospect best 7.30 three-cone time. Not only the best of 
2017, but the fifth-best all time in our system among players we graded as guards 
(and some of them were really tackles). 

Dawkins didn’t run the fastest 40-time among the OLs, but he had a solid 5.11 
time…and if you filter the OL group at the Combine down to the 310+ pound 
prospects, Dawkins had the second-fastest 40-time there. 

Dawkins has a speed-agility among guard prospects that is unrivaled in 2017. Before 
we just blindly trust ‘measurables’, I was curious to see if ‘it’ was there on tape. I 
recall peeking in on Dawkins’s tape ahead of the Senior Bowl. I watched him at the 
Senior Bowl, and he received a lot of accolades for his efforts in Mobile, but I didn’t 
recall thinking one way or the other on him. After seeing his computer model grades, 
I was ready to really watch/study him in action. 

I have to note that before I started studying tape of Dawkins, I had just watched 
tape of several other top OL prospects – Robinson, Lamp, Bolles, Ramczyk. I was 
judging Dawkins with the top guys fresh in my mind. I have to say, I was pleasantly 
surprised with Dawkins on tape by comparison. You can crunch all the measurables 
and analytics you want, but how well a lineman can lift up out of his stance and 
backpedal is critical for pass protection at the next level. For a 314-pound man, 
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Dawkins has a nice technique and smooth movement into his backpedal. Dawkins 
played left tackle for Temple, and even though he projects as a guard – he does 
have pass protect movement like a solid tackle prospect for the NFL. Not as good 
as Cam Robinson or Garett Bolles as a pass protector, but better than Forrest 
Lamp and Ryan Ramczyk. In a pinch, I think teams could drop Dawkins down 5–10 
pounds and have a pretty swift-footed tackle on their hands. 

I assume Dawkins will be drafted to play guard because his body looks more like a 
guard – a little shorter than you dream of at tackle (he’s 6′3.7″) and built 
thick/rounded like a guard. Coaches will eyeball him and see a guard. I think the 
hidden upside here is that he could play some tackle. 

As far as the run game goes, Dawkins is pretty solid. I didn’t see him ‘road grading’ 
or smashing defenders, but he holds his own. His gift is more that he’s a brick wall – 
once he locks on to his defender, it’s over. You can’t push, swim, slide, etc. around 
Dawkins easily. He gets his clutches on you and you’re out of the play…you’re not 
getting past him nor can you slide side to side off of him. Defenders are kinda stuck 
when Dawkins starts the hand-to-hand combat. 

As a run-blocker, I would grade Dawkins as a ‘B+’. He might be more of an ‘A-‘, but 
I didn’t see him used in innovative ways at Temple. He wasn’t doing any pulling – 
but he might be a hell of a pulling guard with his nimble feet. As a pass-blocker, I’d 
say Dawkins is a ‘B+’ as well, maybe an ‘A-‘ thinking of him as a guard (the only 
tape we have is him as a tackle). 

With Dion Dawkins, you’re getting (at worst case) a ‘good’ offensive line prospect 
with the upside that he’s a ‘great’ guard prospect and a solid tackle prospect, if 
needed. His guard evolution/transformation could take a year before he has it down. 
He’s been a tackle his entire college career. In interviews, Dawkins is ready to do 
anything, but you can see he’s a little anxious learning a new position (guard). He 
should be fine, but it could take a season of seasoning. 

  

Dion Dawkins, through the lens of our OG Scouting Algorithm 
— Fastest three-cone time of any OL prospect at the 2017 NFL Combine. Fifth-
fastest of any guard prospect in our system. Third-fastest among 310+ pound OL 
prospects in our system. 
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— 35.0″ arm length…eighth-longest among all OL prospects at the NFL Combine. 

— All-ACC first team (2016), fourth-team All-American in 2015 (Phil Steele). 

— One of four true freshmen to start as a left tackle from the 2013 freshman class 
(Laremy Tunsil was one of the others to do so). 

  

NFL Combine data… 

6′3.7″/314, 35.0 arms, 9.9″ hands 

5.11 40-time, 1.80 10-yard, 7.30 three-cone, 4.78 shuttle 

26 bench reps, 26.0″ vertical, 8′10″ broad jump  

  

The NFL OG that Dion Dawkins most compares with statistically in college, within our 
system: 

Dawkins has more in common with those who went on to some level of NFL success 
than not…and guys who were looked at as guards/tackles, multifaceted OL 
prospects.Table not found 

  

 
 
 
 
  

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home


*A score of 8.00+ is where we see a stronger correlation of OGs going on to become 
NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system and 
indicates a greater probability of becoming an NFL elite OG. 

All of the OG ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or 
above a 10.0 in certain instances. 

Overall OG score = A combination of several measures, which includes: performance 
based on strength of opponents faced, physical measurement metrics, injury 
probabilities…all rated historically against the future great OGs in our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size 
profiling, bench press strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, 
better straight-ahead power blockers. 

“Agility-Finesse” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, 
physical size, mixed with some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here 
project to fit a blocking scheme where lateral movement/pulling and heavy pass-
blocking skills are required. 

“Performance Blocking Profile” = A combination of all the physical measurable 
profiles, arm length, hand size, on-field performance grades, etc. An attempt to 
profile the OG’s skill level beyond only the physical. 

  

2017 NFL Draft outlook… 
Dawkins is going to be a potential value in the draft because most everyone 
has Forrest Lamp as the undisputed top guard prospect, and then Dan 
Feeney tends to be #2. Dawkins is mostly #3–5 overall among guards with a 
second- or third-round projection. I think he’ll go second round, top 50 overall. 

NFL Outlook: A solid NFL career with an upside to being a Pro Bowl-caliber player. 
Coveted for his footwork and versatility, he’s the kind of guy a team drafts, and fans 
yawn at, but he’ll be a quiet/key part in the future success of the team. 
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